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but when the killing had been accidental, or provoked,
and there had been no ill-feeling present before, it was not
always easy to work up all the hatred that the vengeful
ghost of the departed might be considered to demand. It
is in such cases that, even in Homer, we find the humaner
institution of the wergild coming in. "A man will take a
recompense," says Ajax, " even from the slayer of a son
or brother ; so (the slayer) remains in the land [instead of
fleeing into exile] having paid a great price, and the other's
proud spirit is appeased." 1 Then, no doubt, there would
be careful apologies to the ghost, as later from Achilles to
Patroklos, for forgoing the last extremities of vengeance,
and prayers that the ghost be satisfied with the rich offerings
made. That is one way in which a vendetta may be averted
or brought to an end. Another is by the slayer, especially
an innocent slayer, casting himself upon the mercy of the
avengers, in the hope that they may feel aidos towards him :
aidos, that revulsion of feeling that may sometimes hold
one back from doing something that no public opinion would
condemn, such as killing the man who is at your mercy,
and whose life is forfeit according to the customary law.
This " forgiveness " is cuSeo-is-, ai'Secrflai, and it could only
be given, originally, by the unanimous decision of the fellow-
clansmen of the dead man. The reason for this is clear:
if the deceased's next of kin fails to follow up the feud—
eVe£eA0eu'—then the duty devolves upon the next, and so on
in order ; so that no forgiveness would be at all reassuring
to the culprit unless it were given by all the deceased's
kinsmen within a fairly comprehensive table of kindred and
affinity. " Forgiveness must be given by all, or the dissentient
voice shall prevail" ; so runs an important inscription
dealing with these matters.3 (It is, of course, characteristic
1	IL be, 632 ff.
2	al&lcra.a9ai     aTravras,    ^j     tov    KtaXvovra   KpaTelv,    InscrS*   Juridiques
Grecques, No. 21,  13-14 ;  the text quoted, in season and out of season,
by Glotz, SolidanU, 44, 122, 171, 324,   It is important to realize that the
only context to which the inscription actually refers, however, is that with
which we are now dealing.   In the other places where M. Glotz quotes it, it
has only the relevance of an interesting " parallel instance "; such relevance
as a quotation from the laws of Moses or Manu might have had.

